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The boy 

The children

The boy 

The girls

is pointing

are kicking

apples

hands

is climbing up a football on the bench

are clapping

at the butterfly in the park On a sunny day,

The boy and girl

The boy 

The boy 

The children        

the children 

are skipping

is kicking                

is hiding the football at the park

are eating

are playing

the slide behind the bush

Example sentences from the picture scene. 

The boy is pointing at the purple butterfly. 

The boy and girl are skipping in the park.

The children are eating apples on the bench. 

On a sunny day, the children are playing at the park. 

purple 

big

green 
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Use the word cards to help you write sentences about the Action Scene.

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:
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Beach Scene 
Colourful Semantics Picture Scenes
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The girl   

The girl

the boy 

is flying 

reading

the bucket

a hat

a sandcastle 

is putting on sun cream on the sunbed 

is building

The seagull in the sky On a sunny day,

The lady

The girl 

The family

is running 

is swimming

is lying book in the sea

has filled 

is wearing

The dog on the beach

Example sentences from the picture scene. 

The seagull is flying in the sky. 

The lady is lying on the sunbed, reading her book.

On a sunny day, the boy swam in the sea. 

The girl is wearing a brown hat.    

blue

brown 

her 
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Use the word cards to help you write sentences about the Beach Scene.

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:
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The mum

The boy  

is carrying 

a hat

hands

cards

food 

is wearing  A jelly on the table

A cake in the vase

The children

The girl 

are eating 

is clapping flowers

a cake at the party

Example sentences from the picture scene. 

A big birthday cake.

Pretty purple flowers in the vase. 

The children are eating food at the party.

The boy is wearing a party hat.

 
big

purple

red

Four

birthday

party

Pretty

birthday

her 
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Use the word cards to help you write sentences about the Birthday Party Scene.

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:
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the family 

The boy 

are eating

the ball

clouds

the butterfly

an apple

is walking  dog across the grass

in the sky

the picnic at the park

The lady

The lady 

The boy 

are flying

is running  

is pointing to

is kicking 

is eating 

The dog 

birds in the sky

Example sentences from the picture scene. 

On a sunny day, the family are eating the picnic at the park.

Four birds flying in the sky.

The dog is running fast across the grass.

Big white clouds in the sky.

 

Big 

fast

white

purple

red

Four

her 

On a sunny day,
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Use the word cards to help you write sentences about the Park Scene.

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:

 

Sentence:
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Answers
Action Scene

The boy is pointing at the                 butterfly.               

The boy and girl are skipping in the park.

The boy is climbing up the slide.

The boy is hiding behind the                 bush.

The children are kicking a football.

The boy is kicking the                 football.

The girls are clapping hands. 

The children are eating apples on the bench.

On a sunny day, the children are playing at the park.

purple

big

green
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Beach Scene

The seagull is flying in the sky.

The dog is running on the beach.

The girl is putting on sun cream.

The lady is lying on the sunbed reading               book.                   

On a sunny day, the boy is swimming in the sea.

The family is building a sandcastle.

The girl has filled the                 bucket.                                       

The girl is wearing a                 hat.  

Answers

blue

her

brown
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Answers
Birthday Scene

A      big        birthday  cake. 

The mum is carrying a cake.

A      red      jelly. 

Pretty       purple   flowers in the vase.

The children are eating food at the party.

The boy is wearing a     party     hat.

The girl is clapping    her     hands.

  Four       birthday   cards on the table.
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Park Scene

On a sunny day, the family are eating the picnic at the park.

                birds are flying in the sky.

The lady is walking              dog.

The dog is running                across the grass.

The boy is pointing to the                butterfly.

The lady is eating an                 apple.

The boy is kicking the ball.  

                             

                                 clouds in the sky.

Answers

Four

fast 

purple 

red

Big white 

her
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